We reconsider the extraction of the gluon condensates α s G 2 , g 3 f abc G 3 and the MS running quark masses m c,b from different M n (Q 2 ) Moments and their Ratios by including PT corrections to order α 3 s , NPT terms up to G 4 and using stability criteria of the results versus the degree n (number of Q 2 -derivative). We explicitly show that the spectral part of the lowest moment M 1 (0) depends strongly (as expected) on its high-energy (continuum) contribution, which is minimized for M n≥3−4 (0). Using higher moments and the correlations of α s G 2 with g 3 f abc G 3 and G 4 , we obtain α s G 2 = (7.0 ± 1.3) × 10 −2 GeV 4 and g 3 f abc G 3 = (8.8 ± 5.5) GeV 2 × α s G 2 , while our analysis favours a modified factorisation for 
Introduction
Non-zero values of the gluon condensates have been advocated by SVZ [2, 3] for non-perturbative QCD. Indeed, the gluon condensates play an important rôle in gluodynamics (low-energy theorems,...) and in some bag models as they are directly related to the vacuum energy density (with standard notations):
Moreover, the gluon condensates enter in the OPE of the hadronic correlators [2] and then are important in the analysis of QCD spectral sum rules (QSSR), especially, in the heavy quarks and in the pure Yang-Mills gluonia/glueball channels where the light quark loops and quark condensates 1 are absent to leading order [4] [5] [6] . The SVZ value:
extracted (for the first time) from charmonium sum rules [2] has been challenged by different authors [4] [5] [6] . Though there are strong indications that the exact value of the gluon condensate is around (or most likely 2-3 times) this value as obtained from earlier heavy quarks M n (Q 2 ) [7] [8] [9] , FESR [10] and exponential [11] moments, heavy quark mass-splittings [14] and e + e − [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] inclusive data. Most recent determinations from τ-decay [20] [21] [22] (see however [23] ) give a value Email address: snarison@yahoo.fr (Stephan Narison ) 1 The heavy quark condensate contribution can be absorbed into the gluon one through the relation [2] : Q Q = − α s G 2 /(12πm Q ) + ...An analogous relation also occurs for the mixed quark-gluon condensate [4] [5] [6] .
α s G 2 ≃ (0.02 ± 0.04) GeV 4 , while some particular choices of M n (Q 2 ) charmonium moments give (0.04 ± 0.03) GeV 4 [24] . Lattice calculations found large range of values [25] [26] [27] . All these results indicate that the value α s G 2 is not yet well determined and needs to be reconsidered. In a previous paper [1] , we have extracted, for the first time within QSSR, the correlation between α s G 2 and g 3 f abc G 3 by working with higher moments known to order α 2 s and up to g 3 f abc G 3 . We have obtained:
or, in terms of the instanton radius:
if one uses the dilute gas instanton (DGI) model relation 1 :
One may interpret the previous value of g 3 f abc G 3 as the one of an effective condensate which can absorb into it all higher dimensions condensates not accounted for when the OPE is truncated at the D = 6-dimension. In the present paper, we shall study the effects of the D = 8 condensates on the previous results considering the fact that these effects can be sizeable when working with higher moments [7, 9, 28] . In the same time, we shall reconsider the 2. Moment sum rules, stability criteria and optimal results H ere, we shall be concerned with the two-point correlator of a heavy quark Q ≡ c, b:
where : J µ Q =Qγ µ Q is the heavy quark neutral vector current. Different forms of QSSR exist in the literature [4] [5] [6] . In a previous [1] and in the present paper, we work with the moments 2 :
and with their ratios:
where the experimental sides are more precise than the absolute moments M n (Q 2 ). Īn the following, we shall use stability criteria, i.e. a minimum dependence of the results on the variation of the finite number of derivatives n. In practice, this minimum sensitivity is signaled by the presence of a a plateau or a minimum. W e shall study later the effect of the QCD continuum models on the results. W e shall denote by optimal result the one obtained within the previous stability criteria and which is less affected by the different forms of the continuum models.
QCD expressions of the sum rules
The QCD expressions of the moments can be derived from the ones of the vector spectral function R. T o lowest order, it reads :
where v ≡ 1 − 4m 2 Q /t is the quark velocity. T he α s correction is known exactly to O(α s ) [31] and an interpolating formula has been proposed in [32] . T o order α 2 s , we shall use the approximate formula given in [33] and derived from the exact expression in [34] [35] [36] . T o order α 3 s , the three lowest M 1 (0) [37] and M 2,3 (0) moments [38] are known analytically . Semi-analytic expressions 2 We shall use the same normalization as [24] . of higher moments M n (0) using Padé approximants [39] and Mellin-Barnes transform [40] are also available. T he gluon condensate α s G 2 contribution to the two-point correlator is known to lowest order [2] and to order α s [41] . T he dimension-six condensates ( g 3 f abc G 3 and g 4 ūu 2 ) contributions have been obtained by [8] . Convenient expressions for numerical analysis of different M n (Q 2 ) moments including the g 3 f abc G 3 term are given by [24] . We have checked some but not all of them. T he G 4 condensate contributions have been calculated by [28] to lowest order. The expressions of M n (Q 2 ) have been given by [28] and [7] . In the following discussions, we shall not transcript all these previous long and tedious formulae which interested readers can found in the original papers.
Experimental parametrization of the sum rules
In a narrow width approximation (NWA) and for Q ≡ c 3 :
where N = 3 is the colour number; M ψ and Γ ψ→e + e − are the mass and leptonic width of the J/ψ mesons; Q c = 2/3 is the charm electric charge in units of e; α = 1/133.6 is the running electromagnetic coupling evaluated at M 2 ψ . We shall use the experimental values of the J/ψ parameters compiled in Table 1 . We shall parametrize the contributions from √ t c ≥ (4.6 ± 0.1) GeV using either:
The approximate PT QCD expression of the spectral function to order α given in [43] .
Model 2:
The asymptotic PT expression of the spectral function known to order α 3 s where the quark mass corrections are neglected 4 .
Model 3:
Fits of different data above the ψ(2S ) mass: the most recent fit is done in [43] where a comparison of results from different fitting procedures can be found.
Test of the continuum model-dependence of the moments
In this section, we test the model-dependence of the exper- imental side of the moments using the previous models for parametrizing the continuum (high-energy) contribution to the spectral function. The analysis is shown in Fig. 1a for the moments M n (0) using Models 1, 2 and 3 for different values of n and in Fig 1b for the moments M n (4m 2 c ) using Models 1 and 2. One can deduce that this model dependence can be avoided when working with values of n ≥ 3, 4. One can also notice that for M 1 (0), the continuum (high-energy) contribution to the moments is about (40-50)% of the total contribution, which indicates that the resulting value of m c from the low moments n ≤ (2 − 3) will depend strongly on the appreciation of this high-energy behaviour which is not measured accurately as also emphasized in [43] .
QCD inputs and higher gluon condensates
F rom the different expressions of the PT series given in [24] , we observe that, unlike M n (Q 2 = 0) where the coefficients increase approximately like n for large n (the same feature occurs for the α 3 s term given in [38] [39] [40] ), the ones of M n (Q 2 0) remains (within a factor 2) almost constant though change sign from low to high moments. Therefore, we estimate the coefficient of the O(α 
which is larger than the estimate used in [1] , where it has been assumed that the ratio of the α W e shall use the input values [1, 19, 23] :
The error in the value of α s is the distance between its value and the world average [42, 44] . T he QCD expressions of the moments are tabulated in [24] for the fixed order PT series up to order α 2 s and including the g 3 f abc G 3 condensate. The contribution of the α 2 s ψ ψ 2 D=6 condensate is numerically negligible and has been omitted. T he contribution of the D=8 condensates can be found in [28] and [7] . In general, one can form eight operators for the D=8 gluon condensates:
Using the symmetry properties of the colour indices and an explicit evaluation of the trace, one can show that one has only six independent operators and the relation for N = 3 colours [45] :
Normalized to G 2 2 , the use of the vacuum saturation in the large N-limit gives:
which indicates that only the first four operators are leading in 1/N, and the previous constraints in Eq. (14) are not satisfied for large N. Moreover, the 1/N 2 corrections to these leadingterm are also large for N = 3 in the case of O 3 and O 4 , and raise some doubts on the validity of the 1/N-approximation. Therefore, a modified factorization has been proposed in [45] , where the D=8 gluon condensates have been expressed in terms of O 2 which is not constrained. Normalized to G 2 2 , one has:
Ref. [45] estimates O 2 using either its large N or its factorization value. Noting that the dominant contribution to the sum rule is due to O 5 , Ref. [45] notices that the factorization proposed in [28] overestimates the D=8 gluon condensate contributions. F or definiteness, we use the following notations and values:
ρ c ≡ instanton radius introduced in Eq. (5) ,
respectively from [28] and [45] . W e also use the value of the scale M 2 ≈ 0.3 GeV 2 estimated in [28] , which characterizes the average virtual momentum of the vacuum gluons and quarks and which relates, using factorization, some of the D = 8 to the D = 6 condensates: (18) where
7. Hunting α s G 2 from higher moments M n (Q 2 )
As mentioned in the introduction, the gluon condensate plays a key rôle in QCD gluon dynamics like is the quark condensate ψ ψ for chiral symmetry breaking. We have also mentioned that there is a spread of predictions of its value in the literature. The extraction of α s G 2 in this paper is closed to the one using charmonium sum rules in the early literatures which follow the pioneer work of SVZ [2] . Īn our analysis, we shall work with higher moments which are more sensitive to α s G 2 but limit ourselves to the ones where the higher dimension-six and -eight condensates remain still small corrections such that the OPE remains valid. This compromise choice eliminates the use of higher Q 2 = 0 moments where their convergence has been the subject of hot debate in the past [8, 28, 46] . Instead the Q 2 0 moments converge faster [7] which allow to work with higher n-values. In the following, we shall work with
c ) for n ≤ 20 where the OPE still makes sense when using the values of the vacuum condensates given in the literature [4] . W e extract α s G 2 using its correlations with the D = 6 and 8 condensates introduced above. We allow the instanton radius ρ c which correlates α s G 2 and g 3 f abc G 3 to move from 1 to 5 GeV −1 where the latter would be the value given by a dilute gas instanton model estimate [2] . We shall also use the relation of α s G 2 and g 3 f abc G 3 with the D=8 condensates if one assumes a factorization hypothesis [28] or its modified form [45] . N otice that, unlike [24] , we fix m c , which is, at present, known with good accuracy, in order to give stronger constraints on the value of α s G 2 . We show the results as function of the number n of derivatives for Q 2 = 4m small. Much more stable values of α s G 2 correspond to the case of a modified factorisation of G 4 which sounds better founded from the analysis of [45] based on the 1/N approach. Taking into account these remarks, we deduce in units of GeV 4 :
where we have used the Mathematica Package FindRoots, which we shall also use later on for deriving all the results in this paper. W e consider as a final result the most precise determination from M n (8m 2 c ) which can be written as:
This result goes in line with different claims [4, 5, 8, 9, 11-14, 16, 19] that the SVZ value given in Eq. (2) understimates the value of the gluon condensate 5 . This result agrees quite well with the one derived from the charmonium and bottomium mass-splittings using double ratio of sum rules (DRSR) [14] :
and from τ-like sum rule for e + e − → I = 1 hadrons data [19] :
Our result is more precise than the one in [24] , using some particular choice of moments, as, here, we have fixed the value of m c while in [24] a two-parameter fit (m c , α s G 2 ) has been performed. Indeed, using as input the value of m c (m c ) in Eq. (12), one would deduce from the different figures given in [24] : Using the previous new informations, we re-extract the value of g 3 f abc G 3 firstly obtained in [1] using the sum rules approach. As remarked in [1] , the moment M n (8m Fig 3, the curves for fac=0.5 because the one for fac =1 gives unrealistic values of ρ c . This can be an indirect indication that the value fac=1 is less favoured, a result which supports the 1/N result in [45] . A similar feature is also signaled when extracting α s G 2 because for fac=0.5, larger stabilities versus the change of n (see Fig 2) are obtained. At the minimas of the curves in Fig 3, we deduce the optimal value of ρ c in GeV −1 when the effect of G 4 is included:
which after adding the errors quadratically gives:
We consider this result as improvement of the previous result quoted in Eq. (4), which has been affected by the presence of G 4 in the OPE (see the two continuous (green) curves in (20) and (25) , (27) where one can see that the NP contributions become sizeable (the α s G 2 contribution is 16-22% of the LO contribution) but the OPE continues to converge (the G 4 contribution is less than 4%). Reciprocally, the relative large NP contributions have permitted the extraction of their size from the moments. W e also show the PT expressions of the moments normalized to (4m where a s ≡ α s /π. One can note that radiative corrections to these higher moments are less than 11% while it is about 30% in the case of M 0 (0) in Eq. (31) which makes the latter sensitive to the way how the PT series is organized (fixed order, contour improved,...) as mentioned in [43] . T he D=4 condensate contribution including the α s corrections normalized to the LO PT moments and without the overall factor a s G 2 /(4m 
Again here, the α s corrections are relatively small which is not the case of M n (0) as one can see in Eq. (33). 
which indicate that already for n ≥ 2, one cannot neglect the non-perturbative contributions which are larger than 3.4% (compared to α 0) is the large contribution (≥ 40% effect) of the less accurate high-energy part of the spectral function which implies a model-dependent continuum contribution or a dependence on the way the non accurate data are handled as discussed explicitly in Section 5 and in [43] . L ow Q 2 = 0 moments are also affected by large radiative corrections which one can observe from their QCD expressions given in the literature [24, [37] [38] [39] [40] . To order α 
where one can notice that the coefficient of a 3 s grows with the order n of the moments, but the coefficient of α s decreases. T he D = 4 contribution including the α s corrections normalized to the lowest order PT moments and without the overall factor a s G 2 /(4m 2 c ) 2 read:
where, one should note that one cannot go beyond n = 5 because the α s correction to the D = 4 contribution is larger than 49% indicating the divergence of the QCD series as also emphasized by [24] . T hen, we limit ourselves to use the relatively low moments M n≤5 (0) for extracting the running mass m c (m c ) within fixed order PT series and for a given set of NP parameters determined in the previous section. We show the results from the moments Fig 4a) . In the n-axis:
, 5 ≡ r 3/5 and 6 ≡ r 4/5 in Fig 4a) and the one from the ratios in Fig. 4b ). As expected the result for n ≤ 2 is sensitive to the Model for the continuum which contributes for 40% to the moments. One can also note that using the moments from the data fit in [43] (Model 3), the result for n = 1 is:
where the quoted error comes only from the change in α s given in Eq. (12) (some other sources of errors will be discussed later on). Though this result agrees with different determinations from M 1 (0) [37, 38, 43, 47] , one can note that its central value decreases when one increases the number of derivative n of the moments. The result only stabilizes versus the variation of n for n ≥ 3 − 5, where an optimal result can be taken. For definiteness, we take n ≃ 4 , where all Continuum Models give consistent predictions. Then, we deduce, from Fig 4a) , in units of MeV:
where the central value is the average from different continuum models. It leads to the result in Table 2 . T he 1st error in Eq. (35) is due to the different models for the continuum, the 2nd one to the value of α s given in Eq. (12) . The 3rd error is an estimate of higher order terms of PT assumed to be equal to the contribution of the α an estimate of the effect of the subtraction point ν by varying it from m c to M τ and using the substitution (see e.g. [4, 6] ):
where β 1 = −(1/2)(11 −2n f /3) for n f -flavours. The 5th and 6th errors are due respectively to the ones of the gluon condensates α s G 2 and g 3 f abc G 3 estimated previously. The 7th error is due to the G 4 condensates allowing it to move from fac=0.5 (favoured value from our preceeding fit) to fac=1 as defined in Eq. (17) . The last error is due to the experimental J/ψ widths given in Table 1 . W e consider as a final value the one obtained from M 4 (0) where both PT corrections are still small for the unit and dimension 4 operators. Indeed, for the unit operator, the dominant correction is due to α s , which is about 14% for M 4 (0) or for m 2 c 7 and which is about half of the one of M 1 (0). Then, we may expect that the error induced by the organization of the PT series (fixed order, contour improved,...) discussed in [43] is smaller for M 4 (0) though the PT series converges faster for M 1 (0) as on can notice in Eq. (32) . T he result from the ratios of moments in Fig 4b) is not very conclusive as the model-dependence of the result starts to disappear from the ratio of moments r 3/5 , but for these ratios the result increases with n. Then, we shall not retain the results from the ratios of moments for the charmonium channel. 
which lead to the result in Table 2 . The different sources of errors are the same as the ones discussed in Eq. (35) . The one from α 3 s here is due to the distance of the average of the α 3 s contribution to the ± assumed value of the coefficient in Eq. (11) . We have estimated the error due to the unknown α n s (n ≥ 4) to be equal to that of α 3 s . Eq. (37) leads to the result in Table 2 . Ō ne can also see in Figs 5b) and 6b) that the results from the ratios of moments increase with n. Though, the outputs obtained from the ratios of optimal moments are consistent with the ones from these moments and with the ones obtained in [1] where 7 The α 2 s (resp α 3 s ) are relatively small i.e 7.4% (resp. 3.9%). . The inputs and legends are the same as in Fig 5a) . In the n-axis: 1 ≡ r 7/9 , 2 ≡ r 8/9 , 3 ≡ r 8/10 , 4 ≡ r 9/10 ,. . . a judicious choice (small PT corrections) of these ratios have been used, we shall not consider these numbers in the final results because of the absence of stabilities or minimas versus the variation of n. function [48] 8 :
in an expansion in terms of x ≡ C F πα s /v where C F = 4/3 and v is the quark velocity defined in Eq. (9). This contribution, which is of long-distance origin and proportional to the imaginary part (the wave function) of the two-point function, is induced by rescattering (Sommerfeld factor) of heavy quark pairs through the Coulomb potential above thecc threshold 9 . W e add to this expression some PT QCD corrections. The 1st correction is the familiar (1 − 4C F a s ) factor due to the quarkonium annihilation through a single (transverse) virtual gluon. The 2nd type of corrections to order v and log v have been obtained in [35, 36] up to order α 2 s where the result is strictly applicable near threshold C F πα s ≤ v ≪ 1 10 . 8 However, we (a priori) expect that the non-relativisitc corrections will be relatively small here as we are working in the relativistic domain because m c is relatively light, while the final result corresponds to a relatively large Q 2 = 8m 2 c value. 9 The Coulomb corrections arising from the bound states below the threshold can be safely neglected as the dispersion relation is applied above threshold (t ≥ 4m 2 c ) where the QCD expression of the spectral function from field theory (OPE) is used while its phenomenological expression is measured from the e + e − → hadrons data. 10 However, according to Refs. [35, 36] , these short-distance effects being specific for the single annihilation process involvingQQ pairs are universal for |v| ≪ 1 regardless whether |v| is smaller or larger than C F πα s .
W e compare the value of the moments using the previous expressions for the spectral function with the one obtained from PT theory including radiative corrections up to order α 2 s . In the case Q 2 = 8m 2 c and n = 15, where the most precise result is obtained, the corrections induced by the previous Coulombic contributions to the value of m c is about -1.3% 11 12 and gives:
We consider this effect as another source of error rather than a definite shift on m c (m c ) due to the fact that the rôle of the Coulombic effect in the sum rule analysis remains unclear [24, 49] as the quark is still relativistic with a relatively large velocity:
for large n = 15 and Q 2 = 8m 2 Q . Indeed, this value of v would correspond to a momentum transfer between quark and antiquark of about 1 GeV, where the effective potential differs from the Coulombic one [48] and where the sum rules are usually successfully applied. Ō ne can see from 
in excellent agreement with the one [1] :
obtained from a judicious choice of ratios of high moments having small PT and NP corrections. The previous results also improve earlier results obtained by the author to lower orders in this channel [50] .
Determination of m b (m b )
We extend the previous analysis to the bottomium systems. In the following, we shall use the value:
deduced from α s (m τ ) in Eq. (12) . We shall use as experimental inputs the Υ-family parameters in Table 3 using NWA and parametrize the spectral function above √ t = (11.098 ± 0.079) GeV by its pQCD expression (Model 2), where the error in the continuum threshold is given by the total width of the Υ(11020). We shall work with higher moments in order to minimize the contributions of the QCD continuum. We use moments known to order α 11 Some further arguments justifying a much smaller value of these contributions can be found in [24] . A much smaller effect of about 1 MeV is also obtained for the ratio of moments like has been found in [1] . 12 The effect on m c (m c ) from M 10 (4m 2 c ) and M 4 (0) are respectively 2 % and 5%. 
R esults from M n (0)
We show the results from M n (0) in Fig 7, where one can notice that the result is (almost) stable versus the variation of n for n ≃ 3 ∼ 7 while for the ratios of moments, the stability is reached from r 4/5 . At these values, the contribution of the QCD continuum is less than 29% of the total which is much less than the one for n = 1 where it is about 66%. This feature raises serious doubts on the accurate value of m b from this low moment M 1 (0) given in the literature [37, 38, 47] due to the inaccuracy of the data in this high-energy region. From the moments, we obtain in units of MeV: 
from which, we deduce the result in Table 4 .
R esults from M n (8m ) and from the ratios of moments are shown in Fig 9, where stabilities versus the n-variations are respectively obtained for n = 9 ∼ 11 and for r 15/17 , r 16/17 . Non perturbative corrections and the one due to the ± sign of the α 
Then, we deduce the result in Table 4 . 
It is informative to compare the previous result with the one in [1] (see Table 5 from [1] ) using some judicious choices of the ratios of moments having the smallest PT corrections and where the G 4 contribution has not been included. Adding the errors ±6 MeV due to the Coulombic, ±6 MeV due to the subtraction point and ±4 MeV due to the α 3 s contributions, the average from Table 5 becomes:
which is in excellent agreement with the one obtained in Eq. (47). 
Conclusions
We summarize below the main results in this letter: W e have explicitly studied in Section 5 the effect of the continuum model on the spectral function and found that this effect is large for Q 2 = 0 low moments, which can only be evaded for moments M n≥3−4 (Q 2 ). This feature is naturally expected but raises the question on the errors induced by this model dependence in the determinations of m c,b from low-moments M n≤2 (0) used in the current literature. W e have extracted the value of α s G 2 in Section 7 and found the result in Eq. (20) . This result confirms previous claims that the SVZ result underestimates the value of α s G 2 . We have not included in the analysis the most eventual short distance effect of the D = 2 term advocated in [51] [52] [53] which is dual to the higher order terms of the PT series [54] . However, like in different explicit analysis of some other light quark channels, the effect of this term might also be small and can improve the agreement between the QSSR predictions with the data or with some other determinations like lattice calculations. A future evaluation of this contribution is welcome but is beyond the scope of this paper. W e have re-extracted the gluon condensate g 3 f abc G 3 and obtained its value in terms of the instanton radius ρ c in Eq. (25) . This value agrees within the error with the one in [1] but is smaller than the estimate from the DIG approximation ρ c ≃ 5 GeV −1 . D uring the determinations of these condensates, our analysis prefers the value fac=0.5 of the D = 8 G 4 condensates which supports the modified factorisation proposed in [45] (41) and (47) . These results confirm the recent results in [1] obtained from judicious choices of ratios of moments with small PT corrections and where the contributions of the D = 8 G 4 condensates have not been included. They also improve older results in [50] obtained at lower orders with larger errors. These results are also comparable with the ones in the existing literature using different methods [24, 37, 38, 43, 47, 55, 56] .
